Streamline the Amendment Process in the Leveraged Loan Market

Managing leveraged loan amendments has typically been a complicated and manual process. But now, you can centralize, standardize and streamline the entire amendment process for the leveraged loan market.

With a combination of technology and experienced administrative support, FIS LendAmend provides a simple and consistent amendment flow. The solution supports all types of amendments – from covenant modifications, waivers, amend-and-extend to re-pricings, prepayments and restructurings – for agents and lenders in North America and Europe.

Our dedicated amendment specialists have managed thousands of transactions. They work closely with agents and lenders from start to finish to ensure a smooth interaction with the syndicate and timely closings. The FIS team also creates and manages the voting site on behalf of the agent and allows the agent to view the real-time status of the voting.

Benefits for agent banks
- Real-time vote tracker and dashboard
- Dedicated amendment execution team that manages the voting site from start to finish
- Lower costs by reducing manual errors
- Standardized documentation and audit trails
- Increased productivity from streamlined processes and the latest technology

Benefits for lenders
- A single online portal to track all amendment activities and execute votes electronically
- Anytime access to historic vote elections and signature pages
- Email notifications of latest amendments in the market and upcoming fees

LendAmend is the loan market’s amendment utility and increases accuracy and efficiency while reducing costs and streamlining the amendment process for agents, lenders and counsel.

LendAmend can be used on a standalone basis or as part of the FIS™ Commercial Lending Suite, an integrated front-to-back-office solution with built-in workflow and analytics for the entire commercial loan process.
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